28	MEN, MOVEMENTS, AND MYSELF
Carlyle said: 'Blessed is he who has found his work; let him seek
no other blessedness/
The last of the situations alluded to had, however, one advantage
which probably altered the whole course of my life. It not only
gave me freedom on two or three nights in each week, but also on
Sunday afternoons and evenings. The wages paid were fourteen
shillings per week, and for a time I lived in a cheap lodging-house,
where I had part of a bed in a crowded and ill-ventilated room.
I bought my own food, which was generally eaten in the stable,
and such clothes as I could afford to buy were secondhand, and
obtained from the cheapest market. I cannot dwell upon the
conditions associated with the occupation I followed, beyond
saying that, in such an environment, a lonely boy is exposed to
unnamable dangers, and that I was fortunate in that, just in time,
I got away from both the place and the calling,
It was perhaps inevitable that a homeless lad, with free Sunday
evenings on his hands, should be drawn to the market-place,
which had become a well-established meeting place for young
people, and I there came into contact with inducements which
quickly and permanently changed my whole outlook upon life.
The great market-place was the recognized forum of the itinerant
speaker and preacher, and to these I was irresistibly drawn. I
cannot recall that up to this time I had read a book since, as a boy, I
had left my native village; for a potboy's working hours began
early in the morning, and continued until long after he should have
been in bed. There was thus no time for reading, nor was there
any reading material available. My brain at this period was
probably in a starved condition, for it absorbed greedily every word
and idea without discrimination, much as a dry sponge absorbs
whatever moisture it touches. I must have listened, during scores
of hours, to speakers whose message would vary from the traditional
orthodoxy of 'Jimmy Dupe/ a well-known preaching butcher, to
the disturbing criticism of the outspoken secularist, I cannot
assume that I was then able to separate facts from theories, to
check statements and discount exaggerations, or to isolate truths
and half-truths from much that was probably wholly false; my mind
gorged itself on what it found, and the result must have been
confusion.
^ This experience also brought to me anguish of an entirely new
kind. I had been brought up to believe that every word of the
Bible, from Genesis to Revelations, was beyond all question true,

